**READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE BEGINNING**

Legrand/Wiremold electrical systems conform to and should be properly grounded in compliance with requirements of the current National Electrical Code or codes administered by local authorities.

All electrical products may present a possible shock or fire hazard if improperly installed or used. Legrand/Wiremold electrical products may bear the mark of a Nationally Recognized Testing Laboratory and should be installed in conformance with current local and/or the National Electrical Code.

1. Provide 5.25" x 3" [133mm x 76mm] cutout at location Power Base will be mounted.

2. Attach Power Base to surface from underside using 6 screws (not included) as shown in Figure 1.

   **NOTE:** Ensure screws do not pierce through finish surface.

3. Connect power cables as shown in Figure 2.

4. Connect data jacks, if provided, as needed.

---

**FIGURE 1**

Recommended Cutout: 5 1/4" x 3" [133mm x 76mm]

---

**FIGURE 2**

Power Box

Optional Data Cutouts

Mounting Screws (Not included)

Line up similar colors and snap together connectors as shown

Cable End